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 POPE JOHN PAUL II -- 25 YEARS OF CONTINUING TRADITION OF THE
PAGAN SUN GOD WORSHIP
 Catholicism & Freemasonry both are Sun Worship / Phallic Baal Worship.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
From: RB
Subject: Pope Resigns & the Malachy Prophecy
Dr. Johnson,…You mentioned near the end that you might not do a program next week.
May I suggest that there is an urgent need for one, even if brief and limited to a single
sound clip which would be adequate. I say this because emails I have received as well
as internet chatter are disturbing in that with the resignation of Benedict XVI, people are
bandying the Malachy prophecy about the way they did with the December 21 2012 end
of the Mayan calendar non event, and the Malachy prophecy risks becoming the 2013
equivalent as increasingly frustrated and despairing people seek an apocalyptic way out
of their situation.
Actually it would be great if Malachy were correct as he only predicted the end of popery
and of Rome, not the end of the world. People in numbers are equating the history of a
…pagan-Christian surviving element of the Roman empire with the fate of the world.
At any rate, I think that people need a wake up call on this. The time is right because
many will be forced to remember with embarrassment how they were drawn into the
Mayan scenario in spite of being professing Christians. Meanwhile, if this is going to be
the last pope, I will start chilling the champagne now.
Sincerely,
RB
Tom Horn, Cris Putnam & Raiders News Network are at it again: Promoting the
Catholic Death Cult and its “Prophets” as an “End Time” Source of Truth
Below are reports directly off Horns’ Website:
The Header to his website currently reads:
MAJOR MEDIA ASK HORN & PUTNAM TO EXPLAIN WHAT BENEDICT'S
RESIGNATION MEANS?
"And now we know Pope Benedict secretly resigned in 2012, right when Tom
Horn and Cris Putnam said he would in their book Petrus Romanus. And this
classified fact was held in strict confidence at the Vatican, which "no one could
violate [NY Times 2/11/13]." The question is, how did they know what was
impossible to learn?"
Watch Video Below -- And Get The Book That Predicted It All!
Then it shows this video--Watch:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=w8P4OIIWcU4

Although a Roman Catholic pope had not stepped down in nearly 600
years, the startling resignation of Pope Benedict XVI was predicted by
the co-authors of a book published last spring about a medieval
prophecy that the next pontiff will be the last. In “Petrus Romanus: The
Final Pope is Here,” co-authors Tom Horn and Cris Putnam examine
St. Malachy’s “Prophecy of the Popes,” said to be based on his
prophetic vision of the next 112 popes, beginning with Pope
Celestine II, who died in 1144. Malachy presented a description of
each pope, culminating with the “final pope,” “Peter the Roman,”
whose reign would end with the destruction of Rome and
judgment.
Benedictine Arnold de Wyon in 1595 was the author of the Prophecy of Popes but
his writing claims that Saint Malachy, a 12th-century Archbishop of Armagh was
the actual composer.
The Prophecy is very accurate before 1590 but far less accurate afterward,
leading some to decide that the Prophecies were composed and released around
that time period.
Deu 18:20 But the prophet, which shall presume to speak a word in my name,
which I have not commanded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of
other gods, even that prophet shall die.
Deu 18:21 And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word which the
LORD hath not spoken?
Deu 18:22 When a prophet speaketh in the name of the LORD, if the thing follow
not, nor come to pass, that [is] the thing which the LORD hath not spoken, [but]
the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him.
Now from Tom Horn’s PETRUS ROMANUS (Pt 2) we read: After studying the history
of the prophecy of the popes and the surrounding scholarly literature, we have some
good news and some bad news. What’s that? You want the bad news first? Sure, no
problem, let’s get this unpleasantness out of the way.
The bad news is that part of the prophecy may be a forgery which was fabricated
around 1590. We say forgery meaning that over half of the prophecies, the first
seventy or so predictions, are vaticinia ex eventu (Meaning: prophecy from the
event). It seems someone irrevocably altered the original medieval document and
the original is either hidden away or lost to history. The exciting news is that the
prophecy of the popes, although tainted, is still a genuine prophecy. Despite the
superficial insincerity detectable in the first section of “prophecies,” the post
publication predictions show astonishing fulfillments. We have no critical
analysis to explain away the sometimes jaw-dropping, post-1595 fulfillments.
Indeed, we are currently at 111 out of 112 and believers argue they seem to have
increased in precision over time.
http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/petrus-two.htm
Comment: Until Satan is cast out of heaven bringing on the start of the great
tribulation which is in the near future he has access to heaven. See:
Rev 12:7 And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the
dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels,

Rev 12:8 And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.
Rev 12:9 And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil,
and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him.
Job 1:6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the LORD, and Satan came also among them.
Job 1:7 And the LORD said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? Then Satan
answered the LORD, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from
walking up and down in it.
So Satan has access to heaven. Heaven, Father God and the Lord Jesus Christ
are not subject to time. They exist outside of time. They most likely created time
for the sake of man. They know the beginning from the end. They know the Book
of Revelation is fact and will be fulfilled precisely and so does the devil. They can
look in on any point of time (past, present and future) and most likely the devil
and his fallen angels have some type of similar access as well. If Satan really
thought he was going to win why does the bible say:
Rev
Therefore rejoice, [ye] heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the
12:12
inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come down unto
you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short
time.
So if Satan has foreknowledge of past, present and future events, then he can
impart this foreknowledge to his unholy prophets as he sees fit. This is how
unholy prophets like Malachy and Nostradamus get their prophetic powers;
which are really no different than a witch scrying a crystal ball, reading tea leaves
or tarot cards or communicating with demonic spirits to gain foreknowledge.
His videos and radio interviews have been downloaded hundreds of
thousands of times. He has been interviewed by United States
Congressmen and Senators on his findings. Top media around the
world have repeatedly turned to him as an authority on future
events. Shouldn't you pay attention when Dr. Thomas R. Horn says the
new book Petrus Romanus is "Without question the most important
research in our lifetime. For anybody who really cares about their
future, the time has come to listen up."

Pope Benedict Steps Down & Rene Thibaut's 2012 Prediction Redeemed
Back in April of 2012, Tom Horn and I revealed the obscure work of a Belgian
Jesuit Catholic who predicted the final pope in April of 2012 based
on a 900 year old prophecy by St. Malachy. I put all of his work on a
spread sheet and calculated it all down to the days. See original post.

Consequently, we were a little disappointed when it seemed like Rene Thibaut was
mistaken. As it turns out, he was far more correct than anyone ever knew! In fact
Benedict resigned defacto in March 2012. According to the NY Times: That the
resignation was long in the planning was confirmed by Giovanni Maria Vian, the editor
of the Vatican newspaper, who wrote on Monday that the pope’s decision “was taken
many months ago,” after his trip to Mexico and Cuba in March 2012, “and kept with a
reserve that no one could violate.”
Tom Also Told Jerome Corsi To Look In The Book "Petrus
Romanus" At What He Said About Peter "The Roman"
Turkson. Now, Right On Cue, Cardinal Turkson Has Emerged
As The Oddsmakers 3-to-1 Favorite. With That In Mind, Read
This Excerpt From Horn & Putnam's 2012 Book
One thought each of these papal contenders may want to
consider is that how many Catholics believe the sixteenth-century
seer Nostradamus was actually the author of “The Prophecy of
the Popes.” If that is so, a point made by the National Catholic
Reporter earlier in this series (concerning the popular West
African Cardinal Peter Turkson) being “young” in terms of
electability at age sixty-three may have a way of coming back
around to Nostradamus’ prediction. The “dark horse” candidate
Turkson—and his ideas for a one-world financial and political
authority housed in the United Nations—could become a
remarkable and unexpected fulfillment of both the Prophecy of the Popes and
Nostradamus’s prediction of an end-times “young black pope” who seizes control of the
Roman Hierarchy with the assistance of conspirators during times of darkness and war.
In Quatrain 6.25 Nostradamus wrote: Through Mars adverse [a time of war] will be the
monarchy . Of the great fisherman [the pope] in trouble ruinous. A young black red [a
young black Cardinal] will seize the hierarchy.

A Sign From Above? Lightning Strikes Vatican On Pope's Shock
Resignation
This was the moment lightning struck the Vatican today - hours after Pope
Benedict XVI's bolt-from-the-blue resignation. The lightning touched the
dome of St. Peter's Basilica, one of the holiest Catholic churches, after the
Pope's shock admission he lacks strength to do the job. The Vatican
stressed that no specific medical condition prompted Benedict's decision
to quit - the first pontiff to do so in 600 years.
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Anglicans seeking full communion with Rome: We Are In a Particular Way
Spiritual Children of Benedict XVI
February 12, 2013 (Zenit.org)
Secular and religious commentators of every kind are busy reminiscing about the
legacy of Benedict XVI, after Monday's stunning announcement that he will step
down from the Unholy See of Peter at the end of this month. The leader of the
Personal Ordinariate of the Chair of St. Peter suggests that one of the key pieces
of this legacy is the Pope's work to reconcile Anglicans with the Church.
In a statement Monday, Monsignor Jeffrey Steenson said this reconciliation was
one of the Pope's "principal tasks," both as Pontiff, and beforehand, as prefect of
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
"We members of the Ordinariate are in a particular way the spiritual children of
His unHoliness Pope Benedict XVI," he said.
Monsignor Steenson, who directs the second of three ordinariates thus far
established for Anglicans seeking full communion with Rome, said that hearts are
saddened with the news of the resignation, "but there is a deeper joy knowing
that we are the fruit of his vision for Catholic unity."
"And we will pray and work diligently so that his labors in the vineyard might
continue to bring forth a fruitful harvest," Monsignor Steenson added.
Pope accused of crimes against humanity by victims of sex abuse
guardian.co.uk Tuesday 13 September 2011

Victims of sexual abuse by Catholic priests have accused the pope, the Vatican
secretary of state and two other high-ranking unHoly See officials of crimes
against humanity, in a formal complaint to the international criminal court (ICC).
The submission, lodged at The Hague on Tuesday, accuses the four men not only
of failing to prevent or punish perpetrators of rape and sexual violence but also of
engaging in the "systematic and widespread" practice of concealing sexual
crimes around the world.
It includes individual cases of abuse where letters and documents between
Vatican officials and others show a refusal to co-operate with law enforcement
agencies seeking to pursue suspects, according to the Centre for Constitutional
Rights (CCR), a US-based organisation that represents the claimants.
Pam Spees, human rights attorney with CCR, said: "…whistleblowers are
punished, the refusal of the Vatican to co-operate with law enforcement agencies.
You see the protection of priests and leaving them in the ministry and because of
these decisions other children are raped and sexually assaulted."
She said: "It's not only the facts of the abuse but the way that the church
deepened the harm in sometimes irreparable ways."
According to the document filed by CCR, the pope, as head of the Catholic
church, is ultimately responsible for the sexual abuse of children by priests and
for the cover-ups of that abuse. The group argues that he and others have "direct
and superior responsibility" for the crimes of those ranked below them, similar to
a military chain of command.
The Most Evil Pictures of Pope Benedict (Suitable for Framing-Sarcasm)

Disturbingly, he looks most innocent when wearing a Nazi uniform as a boy

Open Letter and Appeal to Giorgio Napolitano, President of the Republic of Italy
from Rev. Kevin D. Annett, Secretary of the International Tribunal into Crimes of
Church and State
14 February, 2013
Al Presdente della Repubblica Italiana
Giorgio Napolitano

Presidenza della Repubblica
c/o Palazzo del Quirinale
00187 Roma
Italia
Dear President Napolitano,
On behalf of our Tribunal and people of conscience everywhere, and of the
millions of victims of church abuse, I am making an appeal to you regarding your
upcoming meeting with Joseph Ratzinger, who will retire soon as Pope Benedict,
the Pontiff of the Church of Rome.
Our understanding is that, in the wake of pressure to have him resign his office
because of his proven complicity in concealing child trafficking in his church and
other crimes against humanity, Joseph Ratzinger is seeking the assistance of the
Italian government in securing protection and immunity from legal prosecution.
I need not remind you, Mr. President, that under international law and treaties that
have been ratified by Italy, you and your government are forbidden from granting
such protection to those like Jospeh Ratzinger who have aided and abetted
criminal actions, such as ordering Bishops and Cardinals in America and
elsewhere to protect known child rapists among their clergy.
Your obligation to the Vatican through the Lateran Treaties does not negate or
nullify the requirements of these higher moral and international laws; nor does it
require that you give any protection or immunity to a single individual like Joseph
Ratzinger, especially after he has left his papal office.
The need for you to abide by international law and not be seen to collude with
Joseph Ratzinger is even more true when one considers the enormity of the
crimes of which the Vatican and its highest officials are clearly guilty, according
to considerable evidence gathered and documented by our Tribunal and other
groups, and acknowledged by many governments.
In Canada alone, the Roman Catholic Church and its Vatican agents have been
found guilty of responsibility for genocide and the deaths of at least 50,000
aboriginal child children in the Jesuit-initiated Indian residential school system,
that operated until 1996.
In Ireland, more than 10,000 women suffered and were exploited in the Catholicrun Magdalene Laundries, where many of them died.
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
The Horrific Story of a Roman Catholic Cloistered Nun–Sister Charletta and The
Black Veil
December 3rd, 2011
The testimony of “Sister Charlotte” is disturbing and shocking, but provides important
insights into the worst of convent life as well as the dynamics of Romanism. It testifies
with others such as “Maria Monk” and “The Martyr in Black-The Life Story of Sister
Justina” as well as the testimonies of former priests such as Chiniquy (The Priest, the
Woman and the Confessional), Fresenborg (Thirty Years in Hell), and Hogan (Auricular
Confession and Popish Nunneries). Sis. Charlotte’s testimony seems incredible but only
because most people do not know the history of the Catholic religion. This testimony
was taken from a cassette tape recording of Sister Charlotte giving her testimony in a
Christian gathering. Sources have told us that Charlotte was born in 1898, and entered

the convent in approximately the year of 1910. She experienced true salvation in 1945,
and began giving this testimony in the next few years following her conversion
throughout the United States and Canada. At the introduction the Pastor indicates she
mysteriously disappeared 2 years after this testimony was given and was never heard
from again.
There is no audio from Scott Johnson for this post, the audio link for Sister
Charletta is provided below:
Listen: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Q_aj8YPaKE&feature=related
Alternate Audio link: http://www.godtube.com/watch/?v=9EEM2CNU
For her account/testimony and additional information in print format go to:
http://www.jesus-is-lord.com/charlot1.htm
PDF–Catholicism Exposed! 55 Pages of Atrocites!
Similar church-run institutions all over the world have caused enormous
mortality, disease and ruination for millions of children. And yet the church has
never been held accountable or prosecuted for these deaths and the theft of
enormous wealth from entire nations.
With the recent initiative of at least one European government and a host of
lawyers to bring Joseph Ratzinger and other church officials to trial for these
crimes, we feel it is incumbent on you neither to assist nor to be seen to assist or
condone the attempt by him to evade, obstruct or delay justice, lest you open
yourself to a charge of being an accessory to a crime.
On behalf of our Tribunal and of many people who cannot speak, I call on you to
stand on the law of nations and humanity, and offer no support or protection to
Joseph Ratzinger or his accessories in their efforts to evade responsibility for
their proven crimes.
I look forward to your reply, and to discussing this with you more when I visit
your country in May with a human rights delegation to investigate this matter
more closely.
Sincerely,
Kevin D. Annett, M.A., M.Div.
Secretary, The International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State
Central Office, Brussels
cc: world media
http://itccs.org/
(LINK)
Roman Church admits the Pope's Guilt: Joseph Ratzinger to Evade Justice and
will hide out in the Vatican for his own legal immunity and "protection"
See: http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/02/15/us-pope-resignation-immunityidUSBRE91E0ZI20130215
An Urgent Update from the International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State
(ITCCS) - Brussels
Rome:
In a statement to Reuters today, Vatican officials announced that Joseph
Ratzinger will remain a permanent resident of Vatican City after his resignation.

Doing so will offer him legal protection from any attempt to prosecute him in
connection with sexual abuse cases around the world, Church sources said
today
"His continued presence in the Vatican is necessary, otherwise he might be
defenseless".
This startling admission of guilt by the church is also a direct obstruction of
justice, and lends more weight to the charge by the ITCCS and others that the
Vatican has arranged with the Italian government to shield Ratzinger from
criminal prosecution, in violation of international laws ratified by Italy.
Commentary
The Vatican decided today to give permanent sanctuary to a proven war criminal
by allowing Joseph Ratzinger to obstruct justice and evade prosecution for
crimes against humanity. And the government of Italy is colluding in this
abrogation of international law.
This decision validates our claims about the criminal conspiracy surrounding
Ratzinger and his Vatican co-conspirators. It also makes it clear that the Vatican
is a rogue power that is flaunting every law to conceal its own criminality.
In response, the ITCCS calls upon its affiliates and all people of conscience to
use our upcoming Easter Reclamation Campaign to converge on Rome and the
Vatican to force the extradition of Ratzinger from Vatican City, and place him and
his accessories on trial for crimes against humanity.
Commencing Sunday, March 24, 2013, our activists and others will begin an
escalating series of Catholic church occupations and seizures of church property
to bring about Ratzinger's extradition and reclaim stolen wealth from the criminal
corporation known as Vatican Inc. - in the name of the legion of their victims,
both living and dead.
.. and from Kevin Annett - The Rat Scurries Back to Vat!
Those whom the gods destroy, they first drive insane. Especially, it seems, in
Rome.
Why would the oldest and wealthiest institution on our planet deliberately prove
what its critics say about it, by first tossing their leader, a proven crook, out of his
office after he's threatened with arrest, and then giving him shelter to avoid
prosecution? That's the kind of panic and illogic displayed by a junior documentshredder, not a credible or wise body of men.
And that gives all of us hope.
Rome's incredible admission that they can't have the Pope stand trial has
strengthened our cause and legitimacy enormously, proving that no matter how
big your guilty opponent is, provoking him for long enough will cause him to
destroy himself by his own fear and stupidity.
Protecting Ratzinger within the walls of the Vatican may halt justice for a moment,
but it violates a basic rule of warfare, which is to never give your enemy a
permanent focus for their attack. Ratzinger, the evil Emperor, now a permanent
fixture in the Vatican? The absurdity of offering such an ongoing focus to the
civilized world's hatred of catholic criminality is also a sign that the church is
adrift and improvising. But it also shows how genuinely worried is the Vatican

about the legal offensive mounted by our affiliates, lawyers for torture survivors,
and the International Criminal Court.
The Vatican is pulling out all stops to keep Ratzinger out of court. Their loyal,
one-man owned Italian media is attacking yours truly and our ITCCS fervently &
playing the "Deny, Distract and Discredit" strategy of any damage-controlling
corporation.
Tottering Liz Windsor, aka Queen of England, is making a special and
unprecedented trip to Rome on March 6 to kiss the ring, of the new CEO of
Vatican Inc. And Italian President Napolitano is meeting with President Obama
today in Washington to undoubtedly line up more American backing for the
Pontiff - not that Obama needs much encouraging, having stood loyally behind
Ratzinger's claim of "diplomatic immunity".
Joe Ratzinger should know from the history of his own former SS buddies that
criminal institutions can run, but they can't hide - even behind all the wealth and
pomp in the world.
Prepare for Easter! Flush the Rat from the Vat!
Stay tuned for plans of the Easter Reclamation Campaign at this website:
www.itccs.org
The following is a comment to the Reuters article referenced above at:
http://www.reuters.com/article/comments/idUSBRE91E0ZI20130215
Comments
Physician wrote:
As a Catholic physician who has met many who have been sexually abused by
priests, and as one who was sexually assaulted myself by a Carmelite priest
when I was a young doctor in Dublin, I have learned that clergy sexual abuse has
been part of the culture of the Roman Catholic Church for many centuries.
Pope Benedict XVI has played a central role in allowing the priest sexual abuse of
innocent children to flourish worldwide from the 24 years that he was the head of
the office that dealt with clergy sexual abuse cases, and since 2005 as Pope. The
Pope, when known as Cardinal Ratzinger, in 2001, issued a Vatican edict to
hierarchy all over the world, to put the institution of the church’s interests over
any other interest and to have all cases of clergy sexual abuse centralized under
his authority in the Vatican under Exclusive Competence and the Pontifical
Secret.
Why didn’t Ratzinger report all cases of child sexual abuse by clergy to the legal
authorities for investigation? Why did Ratzinger protect the predator priests and
not remove the predator priests and complicit bishops from the priesthood? Why
did Ratzinger not care about the children, the innocent victims?...
It offends me deeply to read that one observer in the above article called the
victim/survivors ‘crazies’. From all that I have learned about this scandal and the
central role that Pope Benedict XVI has played in it, it astounds me that he
continues to protect himself from accountability, and that others in powerful
places are allowing him to get away with all the harm that his poor decisions have
caused in the lives of so many victims and their families.
Besides the betrayal of trust and soul-murder of so many, there have been many
suicides around the world, by those who gave up hope that anyone would believe

their story of having been sexually abused by a priest or by a member of the
hierarchy.
Please read THE CASE OF THE POPE, written by Geoffrey Robertson, QC, judge
at the United Nations for crimes against humanity. Mr Robertson challenges the
Pope’s belief of having diplomatic immunity. He says the Vatican is not really a
sovereign state.
In my view, it is time for Pope Benedict XVI to become accountable and to
apologize to the world for all the harm that his policies have done to so many
human lives. No more smokescreens and denials and revictimizations of the
victim/survivors please!
Sincerely, Dr Rosemary Eileen McHugh, Chicago, Illinois, USA
Feb 15, 2013 11:38pm EST --------------el5z wrote:
…Isn’t it nice that “God’s representative” can live in safety and comfort while
raped and sodomized children deal with distorted or anti social behavior they live
with due to the pedophile acts of satanic priests who were under the direction of
cardinals and this pope and those before him back to the 1800′s. What hypocrisy
to think this “church” has any place in civilized society; they need to be run out
of existence.
Feb 16, 2013 12:18pm EST -- Report as abuse
Gumgum wrote:
Why don’t they also point out that the Lateran Pacts that gave (Vatican City)
statehood was from the Catholics good ole buddy Mussolini!! Everything about
that place is evil!
Feb 16, 2013 6:24pm EST

Benedict XVI the Vatican Last Tsar: Final despotic acts. Vatican jails worldwide
locations
The CPJ Committee to Protect Journalists recently released the number of jailed
journalists in the world http://www.cpj.org/. The Vatican also jails Catholic priests,

nuns and laypeople who are similar to secular journalists who speak up against
the injustices of the Vatican and the fallacies of the Popes and medieval doctrines
of the Vatican Catholic Church and they are also punished by being imprisoned in
their silence, prohibited to speak and forbidden to appear in all Catholic venues
like the lists below. The prison of the Vatican is smarter and more powerful than
all despots’ prisons because it is invisible as Evil itself.
Turkey: 49
Iran: 45
China: 32
Eritrea: 28
Syria: 15
CPJ should add the jailed priests, nuns and laity
Vatican: 100 plus
Liberation Theology priests and nuns: 30 plus http://poperatz.blogspot.ca/2010/03/benedict-xvi-cardinal-ratzinger-and-his.html
Irish priests: 7 http://popecrimes.blogspot.ca/2012/04/hypocrite-benedictsilenced-outspoken.html
American nuns (hundreds) http://popecrimes.blogspot.ca/2012/04/vaticanattacks-american-nuns.html
There are 232 jailed journalists for 2012 -- but the Vatican is the worst among all
the countries that “jails” nuns, priests and laypeople by prohibiting them to
speak in all Catholic venues, churches, schools, retreat center, etc..
Click on a country name to see summaries of individual cases.
 Azerbaijan: 9
 Israel and the Occupied
 Bahrain: 1
Palestinian Territories: 3
 Burkina Faso: 1
 Italy: 1
 Burundi: 1
 Kyrgyzstan: 1
 Cambodia: 1
 Morocco: 2
 China: 32
 Rwanda: 3
 Cuba: 1
 Saudi Arabia: 4
 Democratic Republic of
 Somalia: 1
Congo: 3
 Syria: 15
 Eritrea: 28
 Thailand: 1
 Ethiopia: 6
 Turkey: 49
 Gambia: 1
 Uzbekistan: 4
 India: 3
 Vietnam: 14
 Iran: 45
 Yemen: 1
 Iraq: 1
http://popecrimes.blogspot.ca/2012/12/benedict-xvi-vatican-last-tsar-final.html
Benedict XVI's Role in Global Ecumenism
The final Pope in world history is about to step on to the world scene.
Christians knowledgeable in prophetic Scripture are awaiting this future False
Prophet Pope to step into the "Throne of Peter".

Did Benedict resign now because the prophetic time has come to bring the final
Pope -- the False Prophet -- into the office of the Pope?
NEWS BRIEF: "Pope's resignation was not forced by health issues, spokesman
says", CNN News, February 12, 2013
"Pope Benedict XVI is not suffering from any specific disease that forced him to resign,
his spokesman said Tuesday, a day after the news that he was stepping down shocked
the world's 1.2 billion Roman Catholics. The pontiff is resigning because he does not
feel he has the strength to continue as the church's leader, the Rev. Federico Lombardi
said, adding that it was a 'spiritual' decision."
Yes, I agree. Pope Benedict XVI is resigning because of a spiritual decision. His
Familiar Spirits are telling him that the time has come for the final Pope to step
into the "Throne of Peter" so that he can firmly establish himself as the Pope of
the vast Roman Catholic Church before he is called to be the religious leader of
all the world's religions! Did you know that is the ultimate plan for the final Pope?
Listen:
On August 18, 1991, a member of the Black Magick Secret Society, the House of
Theosophy, who had been Born Again only weeks before, sneaked me into a seminar
for meeting for "Member's Only" and one guest, to discuss a unique presentation by the
New England Director, Bill Lambert. This meeting was entitled, "Possible and Probable
Events In The Future". The Director wanted to inform his members of some decisions
just made by the Global Elite. (Read full details in NEWS1052)
One of these recent decisions was that the top religious leader of the global New
World Order Religion would be the Roman Catholic Pope, whomever he was at
the time. This revelation makes the Pope the Office of the False Prophet! Listen:
"At the proper moment in history, the Pope will visit the combined
Jewish/Christian/Moslem sector of Jerusalem to announce that all religions should be
combined into one. This action will then finally break the Middle East logjam."
This announcement that all world's religions are now the same under the leadership of
the Pope will establish the prophesied One World Religion with the Pope as the
undisputed leader. The Director, Bill Lambert, boldly stated that the Catholic Pontiff was
planned to be the top religious leader of the New World Order Religion, a designation
which makes him the False Prophet.
Bill then admitted that the nature of this Pope/False Prophet will be identical to
that of the New Age Christ (Antichrist).
"At this point, I raised my hand to ask Mr. Lambert, 'You spoke earlier about the Pope
going to Jerusalem; when Lord Maitreya makes his appearance, there will be three
types of people:
1. Those whose consciousness has been properly raised so they can readily
accept him;
2. Those whose consciousness has been raised somewhat but not so high that
they can readily and immediately accept him, but they might be able to accept
him after further enlightenment;
3. Those who will never accept him.'
I said, 'Back to the Pope for a moment, Bill. You stated that, at the right moment,
the Pope would go to Jerusalem. Surely the Pope is a proper receptor to the
Christ'. Note: This Christ is the AntiChrist

At this point, Bill nodded his head affirmatively that the Pope was a proper
receptor to the Christ. This is the most direct acknowledgement by a influential
person involved in the planning for the appearance of Anti-Christ that the Pope is
ready and waiting for the appearance of The Christ. This acknowledgement also
points to the Roman Catholic Pope as the False Prophet, because Bill stated, very
pointedly, that the preparation for the New World Order religion was being paved
by the Ecumenical Movement, which is being spear-headed by the Pope."
In conclusion, let us examine a key prophetic Scripture which shows how precisely
God's prophecy applies to the Roman Catholic Pontiff!
Rev 13:11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.
The prediction that this second Beast will have "two horns like a lamb", means that he
will present himself to the people as a Christian leader, and will be accepted as such by
the masses. However, the very next verse segment reveals that he will be very similar
to Antichrist.
" and he spake as a dragon.”
Therefore, it is highly significant for the New England Director of the House of
Theosophy to admit that the Pope in office at the time Antichrist arises will be a
'proper receptor to the Christ'! Indeed, he will be, because that is the nature of
Roman Catholicism and the clear declaration of Revelation 13:11.
This announcement that Benedict is resigning February 28, 2013, tells me that the
timetable for the beginning of the World War III that will stage Antichrist is on
track and drawing very near. How can we Christians know how close Antichrist might
be? Daniel 7:7-8 tells us; read full details in NEWS2363, entitled, "There Is Only ONE
Sequential Prophecy Which Shall Provide Us A Clear Gauge By Which We Can
Know The Approximate Time That Antichrist Will Arise!"
One thing is certain, however. This voluntary resignation of Pope Benedict XVI is a
supremely important event which most certainly carries enormous prophetic
implications! The False Prophet is about to step on the world scene.
In a possible symbol that the Antichrist / False Prophet Biblical scenario of
Revelation 13 may be ready to unfold upon the Earth, just a few hours after Pope
Benedict XVI was announcing his resignation, a bolt of lightening struck the top
of the Vatican. You can see this lightening strike on this video -- "Lightning strikes
Vatican hours after Pope resigns"
Now I know the Earth has many thousands of lightening strikes every single day, so one
might be tempted to believe this strike is simply an accident. And it may well be.
But this lightening strike was at the very tip of the Vatican and that it occurred very
shortly after Pope Benedict XVI was announcing his resignation, an act which will bring
the Final Pope to the world scene. I am reminded of pertinent Scripture:
"How you are fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!" (Isaiah 114:12)
"And He (Jesus) said to them, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven." (Luke
10:18)
Is Pope Benedict's abrupt resignation the first step of the unfolding of the
revealing of the First and Second Beasts of Revelation 13?
World events are clearly pointing in that direction.

DVD - Watch Trailer
As Pope Benedict XVI prepares to leave office, one Jewish
journalist takes a hard look backward to the Pope's attitude
toward Jews.
NEWS BRIEF: “The Pope was Not a Friend of the Jews”, by
Giulio Meotti, Israel National News, February 12, 2013
"If you read the records, the picture that unfolds is not a rosy one
Israel described upon hearing of the Pope's resignation."
The State of Israel has long falsely painted a rosy picture of her
relations with the unHoly See. You see, Israel's political
leaders know that the ultimate plan is for the Vatican to lead
an international religious effort to establish a One World
Religion headed by the Pope and to build a combination religious very close to
the Temple Mount.
We discussed this fact in our first story above and in NEWS1052.
Therefore, because Israel's political leaders know that the Illuminati plans for the Roman
Pontiff to one day assume control over all the world's religions and to spearhead the
construction of a One World church building in Jerusalem, they fervently desire
harmonious relations with the Vatican.
But, as Giulio Meotti reports, reality is a whole lot different from official rhetoric.
"The Pope has not been a friend of the Jewish people and he’s supported the world's
most important source of anti-Semitism: the Palestinianism. The proof is in the Pope's
travel to Israel in 2009.
"The Vatican authorities avoided calling the 'State of Israel' by name but preferred to
use the empty denomination 'Holy Land'. And the Pope presented the Arabs as 'victims'
and the Israelis as 'oppressors'. It was clear from the Pope’s speeches in Bethlehem
and its surroundings that the Catholic attitude to the Jewish people remains unchanged
since the Second World War."
Has this journalist conveniently forgotten that Benedict's predecessor, Pope John
Paul II, showed the very same attitude? Let us examine our archived Headline
News article, NEWS1587, entitled, "On 2/15/2000, Pope John Paul II Signed A
Covenant With the Palestinians--Arafat Calling For The Internationalization of
Jerusalem".
""On 15th February, 2000 at the Vatican, the Pope and the leader of the PLO terrorist
organization, Yassir Arafat, signed a covenant against the people of Israel and
Jerusalem ... According to this agreement, Jerusalem should be an international city
based on international resolutions and an international guarantee. (The UN decided on
more than one occasion that Jerusalem should be an international city.) They also
decided that any step or activity taken by Israel to change this position of Jerusalem is
against the law. The agreement also recognizes a 'Palestinian' state in the land of
Israel and agrees on cooperation between the Vatican and the PLO and the Vatican
committed itself to assist the so-called 'Palestinians'. Authorities in the Vatican
explained: "the agreement paves the way for establishment of full diplomatic
relations with a Palestinian state when it is founded". The PLO representative in
the Vatican stated: 'This is an historical covenant'." [Emphasis added]

Pope John Paul II angered a great many Israeli patriots and Bible-believing Christians
when he signed this infamous agreement with the Palestinian terrorist, Yassir Arafat, a
man who had a great deal of Israelite blood on his hands.
Not only did John Paul II call for the political control of Jerusalem to be taken from the
Jews, but he called for the establishment of a Palestinian State. And, he held up the
contemptible Yassir Arafat as a political leader worthy of being dealt with as a national
statesman. Yes, this is the same Arafat who constantly said his major goal was to
annihilate Israel, to finally force all Jews to "drink of the Mediterranean Sea", a common
metaphor which meant to annihilate all Jews.
But, why should we be surprised that Roman Catholicism has historically
displayed virulent Anti-Semitism? Their inner heart is identical to that of the
coming Antichrist, according to Bill Lambert of the House of Theosophy, whom
we quote above. Lambert affirmed the true spiritual nature of the Catholic False
Prophet:
"... the Pope is a proper receptor to the Christ' (Antichrist). "
The Bible foretells that the Antichrist will attempt to murder all Jews at the mid-point of
the Tribulation, after entering the newly built Temple where he committed the
"Abomination of Desolation" in the Holy of Holies. The Catholic False Prophet will hate
the Jew just as much as the prophesied Antichrist.
We posted a couple of articles in years past which we recommend to you now, because
they reveal so much of the inner heart condition of Roman Catholicism and its Popes.
Please take a moment to read:
NEWS1865 - " POPE JOHN PAUL II -- 25 YEARS OF CONTINUING TRADITION OF
THE PAGAN SUN GOD "
Dagon = Sun Worship!
Dagon = Baal Worship
Trailer
Catholicism & Freemasonry both are Sun Worship /
Phallic Baal Worship. To see how Freemasonry worships
Baal through Sun Worship, watch our newest DVD,
"Freemasonry: Fatal In The First Degree".
Despite centuries of battling for control of the New World
Order Plan, Roman Catholicism and Freemasonry are
identical in their inner-most being.
As we have reported, Black Magick Illuminized Freemasonry
infiltrated the White Magic Vatican and finally took it over in
1963. Please read NEWS1623, entitled, "GRAND GLOBAL
MERGER OF ALL BLACK MAGICK FORCES OCCURRED
WHEN POPE PAUL VI BECAME POPE in 1963"
The symbolism of the Twisted Cross is quite significant. It literally means that
Illuminized Freemasonry has seized control over Roman Catholicism. Now, the Pope's
heart is identical to that of the coming Antichrist.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html

